Dear Green Oaks Parents and Guardians,

Welcome to another fantastic year at Green Oaks! My name is Chrissy Teater and along with Tracy Eynon, we coordinate the Box Tops for Education and Labels for Education programs for Green Oaks.

Clipping Box Tops and Labels for Education is a great way for parents to get involved in their child’s education. Although they are two different programs, the concept is the same. Parents clip the Box Top coupon or the Labels for Education UPC from participating products and the kids turn them into their class, Tracy and I collect them from the classes, count them and send them in. For each Box Top sent in we earn 10 cents and receive a check twice a year for the amount we have collected, to spend on whatever our school needs. Labels for Education works a little differently, instead of having a cash value, each UPC label has a point value, we can use the points to purchase from a wide range of school supply items found in the Labels for Education catalog.

Last year we earned $2884 from Box Tops, and already have $1157 towards this years earnings. That doubled any amount previously earned by our school, and with your help we think we can bring in even more to reach our goal of $4000 for 2012/2013 school year! We also earned 11, 477 points from Labels for Education which we added to our previous points and used 20,000 points to order a rolling equipment cart and 2 sets of ball for the playground along with a paper cutter and pencil sharpener for the volunteer room. We already have 7,900 points banked for this year and hope to raise another 12,100 points this school year.

We’re also excited about the three incentives we have planned for this year for the kids. The first is the Box Top Challenge. The Challenge begins September 1st and ends May 1st. The three classrooms that collect the most Box Tops during that period will win a party at the end of the year (1st place = pizza/popsicle party, 2nd and 3rd = popsicle parties). The 1st place class will also claim the title of Box Top Champion. Second, kids will earn 5 Beaver Bucks for every 10 Box Tops&Label For Education they turn in, to use at the Beaver Buck store each month. The last incentive will be a raffle. Each month, students who submit Box Tops & Labels For Education (no matter what the amount) will have their name put in to a monthly drawing for a prize. We will have one winner a month.

So start clipping those Box Tops/Labels and putting them in a baggy. On September 1st we will be sending home a collection slip with your child that will fit in the baggy and give us the info we will need for the challenge and drawing. Fill your baggy with Box Tops & Labels For Education, fill out the slip and put it with the Box Tops/Labels, then have your child turn the baggy in to their teacher each month. We will send out a new slip each month.

Please take a look at the attached product lists to see what products have Box Tops and Labels for Education. Also check out btfe.com and LabelsForEducation.com for more ways to earn through on-line shopping, contests, games, and club cards.
We are so excited to start this new year, and can’t thank you enough for your support, Chrissy Teater and Tracy Eynon

http://www.labelsforeducation.com/Earn-Points/Participating-Products